Trump’s new tariffs on Tuesday
Another $200 billion goods targeted

As the trade war escalates, another $200 billion of US bound China-made
goods will see 10 per cent import tariffs slapped on them; these will be under
review for the next two months. US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer
said, ‘’for over a year, the Trump administration has patiently urged China to
stop its unfair practices, open its market, and engage in true market
competition’’.
NATO members meet today and tomorrow at their new multi-million dollar
headquarters in Brussels for their first biennial summit. Government heads of
40 countries, including the 29 members, are said to be wary of what President
Trump will have to say about the funding of the organisation. Yesterday he
Tweeted: ‘’NATO countries must pay MORE, the United States must pay
LESS. Very unfair!’’
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DAX 30

IG Index chart

Stalling at the 12630 area, as we did late April, yet the MACD is still just
bullish. Divergence is never a good sign.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Square.
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FTSE 100

IG Index chart

The MACD is just bullish yet we’re back inside the recent channel.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Short at a couple of levels; stop above well
7710. Target 7400.
POSITION TAKER: Small short at 7799; stop well above 7800. First
target 7400, then 7100.
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S&P 500

IG Index chart

The break above June’s high yesterday proved to be false, as we had
suspected, and we’re back well and truly inside this year’s range, admittedly
at the higher end since January’s record high.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Tiny short at 2787; stop above 2875. Target
2590.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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BRITISH POUND/US DOLLAR

IG Index chart

Momentum turning bullish as we struggle just under trend line resistance.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Small long position at 1.3230; stop below
1.3070. Target 1.3400, maybe 1.3550.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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EURO/US DOLLAR

IG Index chart

Momentum also turning bullish here as the unpredictable Mr Donald Trump
flies into Europe for a series of meetings.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Long at 1.1655; stop below 1.1600. First target
1.1850.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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GOLD

IG Index chart

Looking for direction as momentum is now neutral.
SHORT TERM TRADER: Square.
POSITION TAKER: Square.
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Nicole Elliott is a long-standing member and Fellow of the Society of Technical Analysts and
has taken over the IC’s trading coverage. She is regularly interviewed and quoted by the
financial media, is a conference speaker, and author of several books on charting.
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